Abstract
Introduction
In a multicomputer system made up of several processors, the interacting task comprising a program should be assigned to the processors so as to make use of the resources of the system efficiently. Consider a multicomputer consisting of k processors (p 1 , p 2 , …, p k ) which are connected with some topology. We define the distance between any two processors p i and p j , denoted as d i,j , to be the minimum number of communication links that connect them. The inter-processor communication cost between p i and p j is assumed to be proportional to d i,j . We assume that some processors are equipped with special capabilities or resources such as data files and expensive peripheral devices. It is further assumed that each special capability is associated with only one processor in the system. Now consider an application program which consists of a set of n interacting tasks t 1 , t 2 , …, t n . The set of interactions among the tasks is represented by an undirected graph called task interaction graph, in which each node corresponds to a task and there exists an edge between two nodes if and only if the corresponding tasks interact. Each edge (t x , t y ) is labeled by a number w x,y which indicates the amount of information exchanged during the execution of the given program. If two tasks t x and t y are assigned to two different processors p i and p j , respectively, the inter-processor communication cost due to t x and t y can be defined as w x,y •d i,j .
Some tasks, called special tasks, may have to be assigned to some special processors in order to take advantage of their special capabilities. We further assume that the application program is communication-intensive. Therefore the main purpose of the problem is to reduce the communication overhead rather than load balancing. The problem considers the assignment of each task to a processor in order to minimize the communication cost
, where X is an assignment function and X(i) represents the processor to which t i is assigned [1] .
This problem is an instance of the GKP (Geometrical k-cut Problem) [3] with the following instantiation: a task instantiates a node, a special task instantiates a terminal node, a task interaction instantiates an edge, a processor instantiates a point, and a communication link instantiates a line. If the topology of the GKP is full-connected, the problem is the same to the specified k-cut problem [4] . The problem considers an undirected k-terminal graph G = (V, E) with positive edge weights and a set of prescribed k(≤n) nodes called terminal nodes, where V = {v i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and each edge of E is an unordered pair of nodes (v i , v j ) in V. A k-cut is a set of edges which, when deleted, partitions V into k subsets {V i | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. The aim is to find a minimum weight k-cut so that each subset contains exactly one node of the given k. The minimum (s, t)-cut problem that can be solved in polynomial time using the well-known max-flow min-cut theorem [2] is therefore an instance of the specified k-cut problem where k = 2. The specified k-cut problem is NP-hard even for k = 3 [4] . The GKP is a generalization of the specified k-cut problem with the concept of Geometrical Partitioning [3, 5] .
This paper shows that the time complexities of the algorithms for the optimal task assignment in homogeneous networks [1] can be reduced due to the results of the solutions of the GKP [3, 5] . Also, this paper finds other types of topology graphs on which the task assignment problem can be solved optimally in polynomial time by applying the GoldbergTarjan's maximum flow algorithm [6] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the GKP and the related results. Also, some algorithmic optimization approaches of the GKP will be discussed. Section 3 suggests new topologies for the GKP that can be solved in polynomial time. The paper is concluded in Section 4.
Problem Description and Related Works
Consider an undirected k-terminal graph G = (V, E) with positive edge weights. V is a set of n nodes, {v i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, and each edge of E is an unordered pair of nodes (v i , v j ) in V. The weight of an edge (v i , v j ) is denoted as w i,j . Without loss of generality, let the set of k terminal nodes be
The geometrical distances between k partitioned subsets of V can be modeled by a connected topology graph G T = (P, L), where P is a set of k points, {p i | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, and L is a set of lines and each line corresponds to an unordered pair of points in P. A point corresponds to a location at which one of the partitioned subsets should be located. If two points are geometrically adjacent to each other, a line is created to connect them. Non-adjacent points are connected via other points along a path between t hem. We define the distance d i,j between any two points p i and p j to be the minimum number of lines connecting them. We assume that the distance between any two adjacent points is one.
A partition of V into k subsets can be represented by a mapping function. A mapping M of the nodes V to the points P of G T is a function M:
We assume that each terminal node has a fixed mapping and, without loss of generality,
We define the cost of an edge
e., the cost of an edge is proportional to the distance between its two mapped points. The cost of a mapping CF(M) is defined to be the sum of the cost contributions made by all the edges of G:
Figure 1. A GKP Instance of a Six-terminal Graph and its Possible Feasible Solution
The GKP [3, 5] can be formulated as follows: Given a k-terminal graph G = (V, E) and a topology graph G T = (P, L) as described earlier, find a feasible mapping M f of the nodes of V onto the points of P such that In general, the GKP is NP-hard because the problem can be reduced to the specified k-cut problem (which is NP-hard even for k = 3 [4] ) if the topology graph is assumed to be a fully-connected graph; in this case the distance between any two points is one. However, the problem can be solved in polynomial time if the topology graphs are certain types such as tree [3] and general array [4] . The GKP with tree topology graphs was dealt with in [3] and a graph bridge operator that can be used to construct tree topology graphs was introduced. A tree topology graph can be represented with the bridge operators in a hierarchical form. Figure 2 shows an example use of the bridge operator. The generated topology graph G T has three points (= |P 1 |+|P 2 |) and two lines (= |L 1 |+|L 2 |+1). Figure 2 (c) shows the hierarchy tree that corresponds to G T . The hierarchy tree explains the sequence in which the topology graph G T is constructed from three one-point topology graphs p 1 's. Using the hierarchy tree of a topology graph, [3] suggested an optimal algorithm that can solve the tree-topology GKP in polynomial time. The time complexity of the algorithm is proportional to the number of levels of the related hierarchy tree.
If a topology graph is one of the special tree types such as linear array and binary tree, the number of levels is proportional to logk. In these tree cases, the time complexity of the suggested algorithm is O(n 3 logk) and is superior to the algorithm of [1] that consumes O(n 3 k) times for all tree topology cases.
Definition 2 (product operator [7] ) Given two topology graphs G
, the product operator produces a graph product of
Figure 3. An Example of the Product Operator
General array topology can be expressed with the graph product operator that is applied to linear array graphs. Figure 3 shows an example usage of the product operator. The generated topology graph G T contains six points that is |P 1 |•|P 2 | and seven lines that is
The algorithm proposed in [5] for the general array topologies consumes time no worse than O(n 3 k) that is the same time complexity of the algorithm shown in [1] for task assignment problem. The approach for the problem is dividing the original problem into several sub-problems each of which is corresponding to a specific dimension. The solutions of sub-problems can be combined to make the solution for the original one. Each sub-problem is a GKP instance with a linear array topology. The time complexity can be reduced to O(n 3 logk) if we apply the result of [3] to the sub-problems of the general array topology problem.
Possible Topology for the Geometrical k-cut Problem
We introduce here a new kind of topology graphs for the GKP that can be solved in polynomial time based on the results for tree and general array topology graphs.
Given a GKP with G and
2 ), we make two sub-problems as follows: for each terminal node, specified into p x , of G, declare it to be specified into a point p 1 j , resp. p [5] shows that we can find an optimal solution for the original problem
Figure 4. Two Sub-problem Examples of the Product Operator
T ] can be solved optimally because the two sub-problems are independent in the course of finding a solution of each sub-problem. For general array topologies, the two sub-problems can be solved optimally because the subtopology graphs are tree.
is a set of edges that, when deleted, partitions V into two subsets V 1 and V 2 such that V 1 ∩ V 2 is empty, V 1 U V 2 = V, and such that s ∈ V 1 and t ∈ V 2 , where s and t are terminal nodes. The weight of a cut C, W(C), is the sum of the weights associated with the edges in the cut.
As shown in Figure 2 , a tree topology graph G T can be represented with a hierarchy tree and the root node is the top-level bridge operator. The tree can be separated into two sub-tree graphs G 1 T and G 2 T if the edge associated with the root node is deleted. A two-terminal graph can be constructed by condensing the terminal nodes specified into the points of each sub-tree graph as a super node. Using an (s, t)-cut algorithm, we can find a cut with a minimum weight. We can construct two sub-problems by applying the Rule 4 of [3] .
T ] are the sub-problems of [G, G T ] as described in [3] . Let C be the cut that was found for the two-terminal graph generated by Rule 4 of [3] . Also assume that M f is a feasible mapping of [G, G T ] with M 
T can be divided into two independent sub-problems which are associated with two sub-topology graphs. Also, an optimal solution can be found if the two sub-problems can be solved optimally regardless of the sequence that finds all cuts. In case of tree topology graphs, each subproblem is also a tree topology GKP instance. Therefore the cost of mapping M f is transformed as follows by applying Lemma 2 recursively:
, where C i is a cut associated with a bridge operator.
[3] proved that we can find a minimum-weight C i regardless of the sequence in which we divide the original problem into sub-problems. Therefore, the GKP can be solved optimally if the topology graph is tree. In [5] , the solution method for the general array topology GKP, firstly, applied Lemma 1 to a problem instance and then applied Lemma 2 for generated linear array topology sub-problems. Linear array is a special type of tree graph. That means the solution method for general array topologies can be applied to other topology cases. If a topology graph is constructed from tree topologies using the product operator, tree topology sub-problems will be generated by applying Lemma 1 and the mapping of each sub-problem can be obtained by applying Lemma 2. Figure 6 shows a topology example where G T is the result of graph product operation of a four-point star topology graph G 1 T and a two-point linear array topology graph G 2 T . Therefore the GKP with the extended topology graph of Figure 6 can be transformed, by Lemma 1, two subproblems each of which has a tree topology graph. Each sub-problem can be solved optimally in polynomial time and thus the original problem can be solved with a polynomial time algorithm.
Conclusions
One of the geometrical k-cut problem applications is the task assignment in homogeneous networks where processors are homogeneous and some of them have unique or special functionalities. Geometrical k-cut problem with the concept of geometrical partitioning is an extension of the existing (s, t)-cut problem and the specified k-cut problem. Though the problem is NP-hard for an arbitrary topology graph in general, there are polynomial-time optimal algorithms if the topology graphs representing geometrical distance have regular shapes such as tree and general array.
We showed that the O(n 3 k) time complexity of existing algorithms [1] for the task assignment problem in homogenous networks can be enhanced to O(n 3 logk) in cases of linear array, binary tree, and general array topology graphs by using the results of [3, 5] . A tree or general array topology graph is represented with the bridge and product operators and also a hierarchy tree with the operators. The time complexity of an optimal algorithm [3] is proportional to the height of a hierarchy tree and it is logk when the topology trees are linear array or binary tree. This paper proposed a new kind of topology graphs on which the geometrical k-cut problem can be solved in polynomial time. The proposed topology graphs are generated by applying graph product operators to tree topology graphs. In these cases, the problems are converted into several sub-problems with tree topology graphs and each of the sub-problems can be solved optimally according to the Goldberg-Tarjan's maximum flow algorithm. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(n 3 k), where n is the number of nodes in a k-terminal graph.
